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Abstract: Recently, electrical power generation from oceanic waves is becoming very popular,
as it is prospective, predictable, and highly available compared to other conventional renewable
energy resources. In this paper, various types of nearshore, onshore, and offshore wave energy
devices, including their construction and working principle, are explained explicitly. They include
point absorber, overtopping devices, oscillating water column, attenuators, oscillating wave surge
converters, submerged pressure differential, rotating mass, and bulge wave converter devices. The
encounters and obstacles of electrical power generation from the oceanic wave are discussed in
detail. The electrical power generation methods of the generators involved in wave energy devices
are depicted. In addition, the vital control technologies in wave energy converters and devices are
described for different cases. At present, piezoelectric materials are also being implemented in the
design of wave energy converters as they convert mechanical motion directly into electrical power.
For this reason, various models of piezoelectric material-based wave energy devices are illustrated.
The statistical reports and extensive literature survey presented in this review show that there is huge
potential for oceanic wave energy. Therefore, it is a highly prospective branch of renewable energy,
which would play a significant role in the near future.

Keywords: attenuator; control technology; direct drive; linear generator; oceanic wave energy;
piezoelectric device; wave energy converter; wave energy device

1. Introduction

The consumption of electrical power is growing rapidly all over the world due to the increase
of human population and technological development. Thus, it is necessary to enhance the capacity
of electrical power generation to meet the global demand. The electrical power generation system
is mainly based on conventional fossil fuels (natural gas, coal, petroleum, etc.) that are gradually
diminishing and causing environmental issues such as sea level rise, floods, storms, cyclones, etc.
The emission of carbon dioxide is triggering an increase in the global temperature; it is estimated
that, by the end of the 21st century, the average temperature on the Earth surface will have increased
by 1.4–5.8 ◦C [1]. During recent decades, the annual estimated warming rate of our planet has
been more than 0.02 ◦C [1,2]. However, to reduce the emissions of carbon dioxide, scientists have
been investigating for many years alternative ways to generate electrical power rather than using
conventional fuels [3]. Electricity generation from the renewable energy sources (RESs) are the possible
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best alternative solution, as they are environmentally friendly and widely available. Wind, solar,
hydropower, geothermal, and biomass are some examples of easily available RESs that are being
used to harvest green (i.e., free from pollution) electrical power [4]. However, oceanic wave energy
(OWE), despite being a source of renewable energy, is still less considered. As RESs could be the
best option to solve all these issues, many countries have started to generate green energy from RESs,
including OWE. Several motivation schemes have been presented to encourage RES development,
such as cap-and-trade system, carbon tax, feed-in tariff, and tax credit [5].

Among RESs, the energy conversion from OWE, which is performed by converting mechanical
wave energy into the electrical form of energy, is considered as being able to generate more than
1,000–10,000 GW electrical power, which could greatly contribute to the increasing demand of electrical
power in daily life. The wave energy density of oceanic wave has a range of 50–100 kW/m, depending
on whether it is shoreline, nearshore, or offshore [6]. At present, the major renewable energy resources
are wind energy and solar energy that are used either separately [7] or combined in a hybrid form [8].
Using RES energy sources requires a storage system [9] to supply power when these RESs are missing.
The direction and duration of wind flow is changeable, solar power systems do not operate at night,
and geothermal energy is mainly available in specific locations or countries. The availability of OWE
is nearly 3–4 times higher than that of the traditional RESs. In addition, it is predictable and has the
highest energy density among other RESs [3].

At the end of the 18th century, generation of electricity from oceanic waves was introduced,
but OWE conversion started receiving attention in many countries in 1973 due to the oil crises [10].
The ocean covers around 70.8% of Earth’s surface. OWE is considered one of the best alternatives to
be the primary source of electricity [11]. Various types of OWE converters are mounted in different
countries such as UK, Japan, USA, Australia, and India [12]. The oceanic wave extraction technologies
include the types of wave energy converters (WECs), e.g., Limpet, Wave Dragon, direct drive WEC,
hydraulic system, etc.; control systems; electrical generators; installation sites of employed controller;
power conversion methods; characteristics of oceanic waves; and practical implementation [13]. The
improvement of the WEC control systems employed in various types of wave energy devices (WEDs)
have become a special interest in the research field of OWE engineering [14]. Some of these control
methodologies are analyzed considering linear quadrature Gaussian design topology, adaptive inertia,
adjustable tuning, reactive control, and latching control techniques. The estimation of real system
performance can be improved by optimizing the state constraints of the energy system. The use of
typical predictive control grants for the optimization of all the state constraint values, such as power
take off capacity or amplitude of wave motion, is discussed in [15].

This paper addresses almost all the key facts regarding wave energy conversion. It presents
various principles of energy conversion methods including rotating machinery and linear electrical
generator, which are operated by electromagnetic induction. Moreover, piezoelectric material-based
WEC, rotating mass, and Bulge wave energy converter are explained in detail, as they are not presented
elaborately in existing papers. Section 2 focuses on estimating OWEs. Section 3 describes various
types of WEDs. Section 4 points out the challenges of wave energy conversion. Section 5 relates
WEDs with linear electrical generator and rotational electrical generator. Section 6 illustrates control
technologies of the OWE converters and WEDs. Section 7 explains the use of piezoelectric materials in
OWE converters.

2. Prospects of Oceanic Wave Energy

Oceanic waves can cover a significant share of the required global energy by using only a fraction of
the untapped energy. Nowadays, in EU, the focus is on generation of electricity from RESs, and almost
0.2% electrical energy is produced from oceanic wave energy [16]. Clean and environmentally friendly
energy has become the priority in this century, and wave energy is one of the leading technologies to
produce bulk electricity [17]. Wave energy can produce up to several thousand terawatt-hours/year,
and it has the highest production of energy compared to other renewable energy sources [18]. Therefore,
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there is plenty of opportunity to produce electricity from the ocean [19]. Oceanic wave energy can
decrease the impact of carbon emissions caused by non-renewable energy sources, according to the
goal set by the UK government in 2003 [16]. UK is one of the leading countries for using OWE, and
the production of energy is around 50% of the European continent’s whole energy source, the total
installed generation capacity is predicted to reach up to 25% [11]. There are largely untapped energies
which are available in the ocean such as wave, tidal energy, marine current, and ocean thermal [20].
In the 21st century, the stock of fossil fuel is decreased dramatically, and researchers are focusing on
renewable energy, especially oceanic wave energy, to produce electrical energy [21]. Wave energy is
more favorable than other RESs because of its plenty of advantages, including availability and easy
prediction [22]. For the last 35 years, harvesting OWE progress has been increasing quickly [23]. OWE
has the highest energy production compared to other renewable energy sources as it can produce
energy 90% of the time, which is more than that of the solar and wind energy [24]. In 2010, UK
government produced 10% of the total production from renewable energy [20]. European countries
have an estimated wave power which is between 20–60 kW/m.

Approximately 8,000–80,000 TWh/year wave energy is available globally, whereas almost
1170 TWh/year energy can be produced from this type of source. The estimated range of power/energy
varies due to the sea wave conditions and weather. The West Coast, the East Coast, Gulf of Mexico,
Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico contribute to this energy generation with a production of 250, 160, 60,
620, 80, and 20 TWh/year, respectively [25]. China has an estimated nearshore wave energy (which is
basically mechanical energy) of 249.7 TWh/year. In ten regions of China, the energy is higher than 850
GWh/year [26]. European countries are the leading countries which have wave energy, almost 16% of
the world’s total produced energy [27]. Wave energy varies from 50 kW/m–100 kW/m, and it depends
on the distance from the shore [25–28] UK is the leading country that has the highest potential of wave
energy in Europe, and it has a goal to produce up to 20% of its electricity from oceanic wave by the
year of 2020, and Ireland has the same goal of producing 500 MW energy by the year of 2020 [28].
In 2011, a US Company named Ocean Power Technology installed a wave energy project which can
produce 150 kW in Scotland [29]. Irish company Wavebob established one-quarter scale model in
Galway Bay, Ireland, in 2006 [30]. In Denmark, the half scale 600 kW wave energy converter was
installed at Hanstholm in 2009 [31]. A quarter and a half size model Wave Dragon was tested at
Nissum Bredning in 2003 [32]. Wave energy has become an important source of electricity production
since conventional fuel and other sources of energy are declining, and China has developed wave
energy power 21.79 GW [33]. The total wave power resource in the world is equivalent to 1 TW, with
the possibility of around 2000 TWh energy production yearly [34]; which is equal to the energy that is
produced by hydropower or nuclear in 2006 [35]. The derivable wave power resource is predicted
more than 1 TW in [36], and the global wave power is also predicted as 2 TW in [37]. On the other
hand, the quantity of wave energy density is more than any type of RES, which is projected as 10 TW in
the open sea area, as depicted in [38], and it is comparable to the total energy consumption of the globe.
The energy of oceanic wave depends on several factors such as wavelength, frequency, amplitude, etc.

In the year of 2015, some countries have fixed a goal to reach 10% to 40%, which will be
accomplished by 2020–2030 [39]. If 10% of wave energy is produced, it can reduce the energy crises
around the globe as well as the pollution [40]. As a result, there is a good opportunity to produce
enough green energy [41]. While the initial research of wave energy harnessing has been focused near
the coastal region after 1994, the offshore method including ocean surface and underwater has been
revealed [42]. In UK, the electrical energy from oceanic wave is 14%, which is equal to 50 TWh/year
energy [43]. It is assessed that harnessing only 0.2% of unused global oceanic energy could result in
generation of sufficient power [38]. If wave energy is utilized, it would decrease the energy crisis all
over the world.

The amount of generated electrical energy from the oceanic wave (by means of any wave energy
device) mainly depends on the wave energy potential. As discussed in Section 2, Europe has the
highest amount of wave energy. Table 1 shows the potential wave energies [16] at both near- and off-
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shore regions for different countries in Europe. Ocean power has started its journey a few years ago,
whereas the other renewables have been utilized for many years. In total, 0.5 GW electrical power was
generated during 2017–2018 [27,40], as tabulated in Table 2.

Table 1. Exploitable wave energies in different European countries.

Country Wave Energy Potential (TWh/Year)

Offshore Near Shore

UK 43–64 14–21
Ireland 21–32 7–11

Portugal 12–18 4–6
France 12–18 3–5
Spain 10–16 3–5
Italy 9–16 3–5

Denmark 5–8 2–3
Greece 4–7 1–2

Germany 0.9–1.4 0.3–0.5

Table 2. The total power generation from different renewable energy sources.

RESs Year-2017 Year-2018

Hydropower (GW) 1112 1132
Wind power (GW) 540 591
Solar PV (GW) 405 505
Bio-power (GW) 121 130
Geothermal power (GW) 12.8 13.3
Concentrating solar thermal power (GW) 4.9 5.5
Ocean power (GW) 0.5 0.5
Total (GW) 2196.2 2377.3

3. Classification of Wave Energy Devices

Wave energy converter (WEC) and wave energy device (WED) almost stand for each other.
Usually, WED means a physical structure which mainly receives the mechanical power from the oceanic
wave and drives it in a specific direction. This is because of facilitating electrical generators to produce
electricity. On the other hand, WEC generally means a converter used in wave energy conversion
system. Irregular mechanical energy obtained from the wave is first converted into regular mechanical
motion. The motion could be rotational or linear/translational. Rotational motion usually drives a
turbine, which further drives rotating electrical generator. On the other hand, translational motion
drives a linear electrical generator. The WED is required to materialize the principle of wave energy
conversion. In this section, some non-identical wave energy devices are discussed. WED is classified
into many different types, which are based on operational concept such as oscillating water column. It
could be on basis of location of the WED that can be situated nearshore or onshore, or based on vertical
position it can be fixed, floating, or submerged, and the other point of view is orientation [14].

There are different types of WEDs, and it can be classified based on the site they are mounted.
However, in most cases, there are three areas for which wave energy converters are represented, as
shown in Figure 1 [44] where the average and exploitable amount are expressed in percentage of the
maximum wave power. Onshore implies shoreline regions in which the water depth is 10–15 m and
the maximum wave height has the ability to reach up to 7.8 m, as the wave trough would be about to
touch the seabed [15]. Nearshore has intermediate water regions, and the water level can reach up to
15–25 m [15]. According to the water depth, it can be classified as deep water, intermediate water, and
shallow water.
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Figure 1. Position of the wave energy converter system in the sea.

Offshore is in deep-water zone, and the water depth is higher than 50 m, and the wave height can
reach up to 30 m or even more [15]. Wave power devices are less dense in onshore and nearshore areas
than offshore as wave energy loses its power density when approaching the coastal area, as stated in
Figure 1. Thus, building offshore devices are much easier than building onshore and nearshore devices.
Because, it is very challenging to construct any large structure in the intermediate and shallow water
regions due to violent wave breaking. In addition, these are the regions where the waves almost touch
the sea bottom. The coastal structures could be more vulnerable to failure in intermediate and shallow
water than that in deep water where calm sea is found, even though they are most likely nonlinear
in nature.

3.1. Point Absorber

For the last three decades, wave power device has become a very important part for producing
energy, and there are different types of wave power devices such as point absorber, overtopping or
terminator device, oscillating water column, oscillating wave surge converter, submerge pressure
differential, bulge wave converter. However, most researchers focus on the point absorber [23], which
is cost effective and can produce adequate energy. It has moving parts where the horizontal dimension
is less than the vertical one, which takes advantage of wave action at a single point, one part is almost
motionless and the other part is mounted near the sea surface. It moves in a perpendicular motion,
catching the wave energy which drives linear generator for producing electricity. There are different
examples of point absorbers, but the well-known one is the Ocean Power Technology’s “Power Buoy”,
as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram a of point absorber wave energy converter (WEC).

3.2. Overtopping Device

Overtopping wave power device (as shown in Figure 3) is also called terminator device, which has
a huge structure that allows it to catch the sea water. When the wave reaches the channel, the water falls
through the hole and passes through the turbine, which is connected to a rotating electrical generator.
The turbine produces electrical energy from both potential energy and kinetic energy because potential
energy is continuously converted to kinetic energy after a few moments. The familiar example of
overtopping wave power device is Wave Dragon.
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3.3. Oscillating Water Column

Oscillating water column (OWC) is a type of wave power device that produces electricity by
utilizing the plentiful oceanic wave. It is built onto or near to the rocks and it is close to the sea
bottom, as shown in Figure 4. The water is compressed and decompressed, and when the wave enters
the chambers, the water level increases, and it creates high air pressure which drives the turbine.
The air pressure inside the chamber under this condition is much greater than atmospheric pressure
(14.7 psi). When the water falls back to the sea, the air pressure under this condition is much lower
than atmospheric pressure. For this reason, air enters again into the chamber from outside, finding no
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other way. As a result, the air then flows in negative direction. It drives the turbine in such a way that
it can produce electricity. An example of OWC is Wavegen Limpet.
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3.4. Attenuators

Attenuator or surface attenuator wave power device is nearly identical to the direction of wave
moves, which consists of connected sections including main tubes and bends that move when the wave
hits serially to consecutive segments of this device one by one. Main tube includes nose tube mid tube,
and end tube and inside the tubes where a power conversion module is placed in between two main
tubes, as shown in Figure 5. The most used example of this type of WEC is Pelamis, manufactured by
Pelamis Wave Power.
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Figure 5. Attenuator wave energy harnessing device.

Hydraulic cylinder moves with the wave and pumps high pressure oil through hydraulic motors.
Electricity is generated by electrical generator, which is driven by hydraulic motors.

3.5. Oscillating Wave Surge Converters

Oscillating wave surge converter is a type of WED that uses back and forth motion of ocean waves.
The device is submerged in the bottom of the sea in deep water. The most common one is pendulum
arm flap at the center of this device that makes the flap move, as shown in Figure 6, when the wave hits
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it. This movement pumps the water to a hydraulic power converter for driving generator to produce
electricity. An example of this device is Wave Roller or Sea Oyster.
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3.6. Submerged Pressure Differential

Submerged pressure differential devices as shown in Figure 7 are normally positioned at the lower
level of the sea. When the wave moves, it makes the float move up and down overhead the device,
creating alternating pressure that either pumps fluid through a system or drives a linear generator
to produce electricity. The example of this type of wave energy converter is the Archimedes wave
swing [42] which is suitable for generating electricity.
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3.7. Rotating Mass

Rotating mass wave power device operates the motion of wave to roll a physical heavy object
(mass) that produces mechanical energy. The rotating mass receives mechanical power from the oceanic
wave and supplies it to the electrical generator, as shown in Figure 8. Few examples of rotating mass
wave energy converter are Witt Energy, Wello: Penguin, Enorasy Labs: Robotic Juggler.
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3.8. Bulge Head Wave Energy Converter

Bulge wave energy converter uses entirely new principles to convert oceanic wave energy into
electrical power. This type of converter is also called Anaconda wave power device, as designed by
Checkmate Sea Energy Ltd. It is used to generate electricity by using abandoned oceanic waves, as
shown in Figure 9. It is made of elastic pipe, which is submerged just under the sea water surface at low
pressure. One of the two sides of this elastic pipe is fixed and anchored with its head to the base. As the
sea wave passes along the tube, a bulge wave is created, which moves in front of the wave. The energy
is captured continuously, which is used to drive the turbine generator (TG) to produce electricity.
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4. Challenges of Wave Energy Conversion

The problem that slows down the development of wave energy harvesting is high cost of the
project and environmental challenge. Wave energy converter faces a number of technical issues, such
as unbalanced frequency, which can be as low as 0.1 Hz, and it must be increased up to 50/60 Hz before
supplying to the load/grid [45]. It also faces harsh marine environmental situations. These significant
difficulties lessen the improvement of the devices, and it essentially requires quality operational
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material plan. Cyclone affects wave power level to increase up to 2000 kW/m, which is liable for
uncertain condition, and it is also useless for production of electricity [38]. The reason that WEC
cannot be developed quickly as other RESs is that the project cost is higher, and it can reach up to
22% of the total project cost [46]. Because of higher installation cost of the WEC, other RESs are
more appealing than oceanic wave [47,48]. Wave energy has lower ecological effect compared to tidal
energy, and there is uncertainty about cabling and marine life impact [47]. The rough sea atmosphere
and sea saltiness makes adverse weather condition for WEC [49]. Oceanic WED is in the beginning
stage/phase compared to other types of renewable energy devices such as photovoltaic cell or wind
turbine generator [50]. Although various models are mentioned in different literatures, no convergence
of wave conversion technology is guaranteed. Hence, it is hard to anticipate the challenges and address
these at the beginning period of WEC. Recently, the most used wave energy device is Pelamis, and it
has not yet reached the level of solar and wind energy in comparison of cost [51]. The construction and
installation of WED is sophisticated and time consuming compared to the installed one [52]. Shoreline
erosion would lessen because of energy production through WECs [53]. The main environmental
impact of WECs may occur at the time of establishment period. Boring or digging up for the building
of WED results in contamination or generates unbalance in the natural habitat of the ocean plants and
animals [54]. Sea weather condition can be terrible because of natural disasters, which are very difficult
to forecast, and the production of electricity could be irregular at this time. The power density relies
on the wave amplitude and wave period that increases the challenges in the prediction of expected
power production [52]. Another common difficulty is that, the electrical grid is far away from the place
of WED, and there may be long transmission lines which increase the project cost. Oceanic WEC is
developing day by day with different types of challenges. In offshore, wave motion is completely
different than near shore, thus, it is not easy to forecast the way of the energy harvesting. To produce
electricity, unbalanced wave is an additional obstacle [55]. When any of the machinery is damaged, it
is a troublesome job to fix, and it creates difficulties [23]. The maintenance of the onshore device is
relatively easier, but difficult to find appropriate position. The building of the offshore equipment is
simple and the energy production in offshore is greater than onshore [56]. Another benefit of nearshore
equipment is that they can be positioned on the ocean floor, but the existing electricity is very low
compared to offshore devices. The construction and operation are inexpensive, but these must resist
the tougher waves throughout the extreme conditions. Some engineers claim that offshore has the
ability to offer good operation. Most of the energy is obtained in the surface because the rate of change
in volume of water is massive that occurs in around one-quarter of a wavelength [23]. United Kingdom
has improved in oceanic WED in comparison to other countries. Pelamis offshore device is used
commercially, such as solar and wind energy devices. On the other hand, Wavegen, Limpet2, and
other onshore equipment are working properly, but not widely used [56]. The challenge of efficiently
capturing this irregular wave motion needs to be considered while designing the device. Both the
device and its whole system need to be operated at the most common wave power levels to gain the
maximum efficiency. Around 30–70 kW/m offshore waves are common in the British Isles and the
Western Coasts of Europe [23]. Other challenges should be considered to mitigate the highly corrosive
environment because of the operation on the water surface [57].

Although WEC is a renewable energy, a question is raised for the last three decades, which is the
effect of WEC with comparison to other natural energy sources. Producing electricity in the ocean
is environmentally friendly and there is no emission. WEC has environmental and social effects for
building and operating in wave energy technology, where the impacts may be negative or positive.
WEC projects have benefits and shortcomings, the production and gathering of WED could be one
of the main causes of environmental effect, compared to other renewable energies. However, wave
energy does not use any land area, which is advantageous with respect to other RESs. The operation of
wave energy converter has effects on the marine animals and plant. It may have good impact on the
economic development of the country [15].
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5. Electrical Generators for WEC

In most of the cases, linear electrical generators are used in WEDs to produce electrical power
directly from the oceanic wave, although rotational machines are also implemented. Typical linear and
rotational electrical generators are depicted in the following.

5.1. Linear Generator

At present, most electrical generators work with rotary motion, but linear generator works with
translational motion. Permanent magnets are mostly used in linear generator to produce magnetic
flux. Two main components of linear generator are translator and stator. When the ocean wave hits the
floating buoy, the translator moves vertically where the direction can be upward or downward. For
a specific time, the stator and the translator are adjusted, confronting each other, which is shown in
Figures 10 and 11. There is the North Pole (N) and the South Pole (S) of the permanent magnet located
at the higher side and at the bottom side, respectively, of the stator (time t1). The change that happens
in the direction for magnetic flux is caused by the dislocation of the stator. Figure 11 shows the location
of the translator, which is shifted from the location as shown in Figure 10. In this consequence, S stands
in the downside and N stands in the upside of the stator for time t2. Therefore, the way of magnetic
flux in Figure 10 is reversed in the stator for moving translator location, which is shown in Figure 11
within the time interval t2–t1. Therefore, the permanent magnet linear generator (PMLG) generates
ac power because the direction of the induced voltage across the conductor changes with respect to
time [58]. A typical PMLG is mounted in a WEC, which is illustrated in Figure 12.Sustainability 2020, 12, 2178 11 of 22 
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5.2. Rotational Generator

Electricity can also be generated by mounting a rotational electrical generator with intermediate
mechanical arrangement, as shown in Figure 13. When the wave hits sub-buoy, it moves upward and
downward for which the belt-pulley moves in vertical direction and creates direct motion. It causes
an opposite direction of rotation in the pump and gear box that is connected to the pulley. There are
three valves, and two of these are check valves that permit the fluid to move in a particular direction.
It goes through the pump inlet from the reservoir, and the shuttle valves work as a switch which
connect the pump outlet to the inlet port of hydraulic motor. The motor constantly rotates in its given
direction. Therefore, the generator converts energy all the time. Then electricity is produced, converted,
and stored in the storage device [45].
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6. Control Technologies

The most current state of the technologies for oceanic energy extraction include the types of
WECs, electrical generators, control systems, installation sites of employed controller, characteristics
of oceanic waves, power conversion methods, and the practical validation [59]. Progress of control
systems for WECs employing various types of oceanic energy devices have become a high potential
research interest in the OWE engineering [12,60]. Among different control methodologies, some of
these are analyzed considering linear quadrature Gaussian design topology, reactive control, adjustable
tuning, adaptive inertia, and latching control techniques [23].

A control technique is addressed in [50], which was designed to generate maximum electrical
energy from OWE by controlling the reaction force of the PMLG [61]. A sensor-less control system is
projected in [62] for transferring maximum electric power from generator to utility grid. It includes the
feedback of linear displacement of slider and the measurement of electromotive force (EMF) using
sensing coils. Maximum electric power extraction employing the direct drive WEDs with adjustable
load criteria arises challenging issues [14,15]. These difficulties can be mitigated by controlling both
the hardware and the software sections.

The difficulty of the control systems, sustainability, and finally the cost of the WEDs affect the
utilization of maximum OWE [63]. Maximum OWE can be extracted from practical sea environment by
using direct drive PMLG with sub-optimal control technology without the inevitability of forecasting
of oceanic wave characteristics [64]. Control technologies that include method of reactive control, offer
the usefulness of maximum OWE extraction [65]. With the target of OWE harvesting, a control concept
is designed considering the vector control approach in [66] to control the electromotive force (EMF) of
the PMLG.

A centralized model predictive control (MPC) methodology is developed in [67] for controlling the
operation of WECs installed in an array configuration. The efficacy of the designed control system was
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found more robust compared to decentralized MPC and controller of restraining forces considering
irregular as well as regular oceanic wave conditions. Another MPC system is proposed in [68] for
especially a point absorber-based WED equipment integrating floating buoy configuration. It is
employed for maximum OWE harvesting, considering some practical features such as the velocity
and the wavering force of the power take off (PTO) system. A predictive current control concept is
suggested in [69], which is more precise to the inaccuracies of estimated inductance of load. This
method also diminishes the unsteady effect at zero current [70,71] and very low EMF conditions.

A damping force control technique is designed and practically verified in [72] considering the
heaving motion of the float and very swift operation of the WEC. An advanced resonance control
algorithm for an Archimedes wave swing based WEC is designed in [62] combining both the stiffness
force and the damping force of the PTO. In order to ensure a sustained decoupling voltage across the
capacitor, an accurately designed voltage controller is also addressed in detail. The efficacy and the
operation of the WECs are influenced by the control methodology that controls the dynamic action of
the PTO [73]. With the target of obtaining developed adeptness of the WEDs, various predictive control
methods are designed that include the copper loss during the optimization process of WECs [74].
On the contrary, latching control method, which is the substitute concept of reactive control, lessens
the losses of electrical generator by regulating the flow of energy in one direction [75]. Practical
employment of such latching control technology involves forecasting of information relating the
oceanic wave properties to regulate freeing of the floats [76]. The proficiency in both the latching and
reactive control technique can be improved by considering the restrictions on the excursion of WECs
under irregular wave characteristics during scheming of the control system [77]. Voltage unbalanced
issues may be created because of the direct incorporation of the distributed renewable sources to the
utility service [78].

6.1. Direct Drive Linear Generator

Electrical power generation employing WEC and grid integration configuration including control
systems are depicted in Figure 14 [79].
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The WED is designed using floating body structures and a direct drive PTO unit. The float
produces linear motion following the oceanic wave oscillation, and the PTO is nothing but a system
how it receives power from the oceanic wave. The generated voltage is connected to a converter known
as generator side power converter. The main parts of the PMLG are the linearly sliding translator and
the static stator that usually consists of a coil of wires. Due to the relative linear motion between the
stator windings and slider, in existence of magnetic field, voltage is generated in the stator windings.
Because of oscillating oceanic waves, the translator causes a variable relative velocity with respect to
the stator. As a result, the induced ac voltage does not have steady amplitude and frequency. After
multi-stage (AC–DC–AC) power conversion, the grid synchronization is ensured.
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6.2. Combined Rotational and Linear Generator

The SEAREV is an advanced fully combined WED, which is basically a floating unit. LHEEA
laboratory develops SEAREV, which is located at Ecole Centrale de Nantes [80]. It mainly consists of a
wheel with horizontal rotating axis, which is fenced by a floating structure. The grid synchronization
technology of various oceanic WEDs with multistage control configuration is illustrated in Figure 15 [81].
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Figure 15. General scheme for permanent magnet linear generator (PMLG) based WEC system:
Oscillating water column (OWC), heaving buoy, and SEAREV.

OWC and heaving buoy employ PMLG to produce electrical energy from OWE. As SEAREV
incorporates rotational electrical generator to generate electric power, the generated power is converted
from AC–DC by the grid side converter, and again reverse action is controlled by the load side
power converter. Flux weakening control-based system uses the floating speed of float as input and
provides pulse width modulated control signals for the converter operation. The WEC associates the
rotational PMLG to generate electricity. Several testing equipment are designed for laboratory test
purposes. In most of the testing devices, a linear motion is produced by a crank shaft coupled to a
rotating structure.

6.3. LIMPET WED

LIMPET is the only device which is found in onshore and follows OWC principle. The LIMPET
has enclosed chamber that has an opening underneath the seabed. With the incident of oceanic wave,
the water enters the chamber, and the water level inside the chamber increases. When the sea water
returns back, the water level decreases. Therefore, variation in the air pressure is created, and the air
moves forward and backward through the turbine. Air is compressed and decompressed that has
enough capability to drive the turbine [82]. It is driven in a similar direction for both forward and
reverse air flow through the turbine, and the turbine drives the electrical generator. The generated
electrical power can be supplied to the load or grid. The process of producing and transferring power
from wave to the grid is shown in Figure 16.
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6.4. Wave Dragon WED

Wave Dragon [33] was successfully developed in Denmark in 2003. When wave approaches to
the rig, two wave reflectors guide the water to the reservoir to store in a tank, then the water flows
through the turbine. The equipment [83] used to produce electricity from Wave Dragon is shown in
Figure 17. Wave Dragon has the ability to withstand environmental hazards. The device is designed to
be large and heavy to support any rolling and pitching. The low flooding in heavy design allows giant
wind waves to simply pass over the rig.
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6.5. Direct Drive WEC

Figure 18 shows a direct drive permanent magnet synchronous generator used in a WEC [83].
Pitch angle is used to control power generation from generator. It has a sensor to control pitch angle.
The shaft position is fixed to control the supplied electrical power from the generator. Since oceanic
wave parameter is not constant, any type of load is not directly connected to the linear generator.
Some additional arrangements are required such as voltage source controllers VSC1 and VSC2. The
magnitude and frequency of oceanic wave are unknown. For this reason, it is not possible to control
the power or energy from the oceanic wave. If permanent magnet synchronous generator is used, it
would produce variable frequency, which is harmful for the load. Using this type of power, it is not
possible to drive any commercial load. By using these types of arrangements, it is easy to drive any
type of load by controlling the transistors. VSC1 is used as a converter, which converts AC power
to DC power. Filter is used to minimize the ripple. The second one, VSC2, inverts DC power to AC
power. Then it is connected to the grid. To control the transistor, on the bottom part of the VSC there
are two arrows which indicate it is essential to use controller to produce a specific amount of voltage.
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6.6. The Energy Capture Sub-system

This is simpler transfer function controller circuit considering input and output where the whole
part is transfer function. There are some plucks like limiter and some feedbacks. Figure 19 demonstrates
a control block diagram of energy harnessing system. The purpose is to control the dc link voltage
vdc, where vw is the wave speed and pout is the output power which causes disruption in the control
system. The DC-link voltage compensator Ci(s) is pretended to be of the proportional integral (PI)
form. The permanent magnet synchronous linear generator is controlled by voltage source controller
VSC1 (Figure 19), such that torque Te tracks the set point Tr

e, as determined by passing the output of
Ci(s) [67]. Figure 19 also shows that the pitch angle is controlled to make sure that the PMLG speed
does not exceed the highest value,wr−max [84]. The pitch angle compensator Cp(s) is also determined
as the PI form. The output of PI compensator is passed inside the limiter and it characterizes pitch
angle β, which can be changed at any time.
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6.7. Hydraulic System

Hydraulic system has effective energy conversion system. It involves two steps to convert the
power. First stage is a floating body that is designed to catch the mechanical energy produced by the
wave motion, which then converts hydraulic energy by using compression unit system [85]. The second
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part is a generator that produces electrical energy. The electrical production system starting from
oceanic wave to the grid is explained in Figure 20.
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7. Piezoelectric Materials Based OWEC

The structural configuration of the piezoelectric crystal, such as crystal film, is incorporated
with single crystals and exhibits the intrinsic energy conversion properties. In case of ceramic
type piezoelectric devices, such as barium titanate (BaTiO3) and AlN, sufficient small-scale quartzes
are randomly oriented under the application of electric potential that exhibit piezoelectric features.
Research discloses that electrical power production is possible by implementing the piezoelectric effects
as utilized on different devices such as microphones, load cells, etc. The power harvester designed
with piezoelectric materials is constructed with the excellent characteristics of greater energy density,
simple in design construction, and reasonable maintenance cost. It also has the ability of operating
as an energy transducer and covers versatile application areas. Electrical energy extracting devices
can be designed from micro and nano-scaled flexible piezoelectric materials [76] easily. Piezoelectric
materials are being attracted by the researchers to extract the kinetic energy from the OWE and to
generate electrical energy. It is promising to produce micro-watt power scale electricity from 0.5 m/s
oceanic wave velocity [86].

A newly designed piezoelectric material-based wave energy harvester is projected in [87], which
is coupled to a floating structure and experimentally validated for maximum 169 V output voltage at
no load condition (100 MΩ). Utilization of piezoelectric devices as the OWE harvester may mitigate
the complexities relating to the power production such as discontinuity and reduced land area for
enough energy extraction using traditional WEDs. An improved WED incorporating a piezoelectric
sensor is designed and experimentally verified for 12.35 mW output power at 20 Hz functioning
frequency [88]. Piezoelectric material-based energy generators offer higher conversion efficiency, and
it is analyzed that large scale power generation (kW range) from wind and oceanic energy is under
both the research work and prototype development [89]. Well-designed piezoelectric OWCs include
the piezoelectric floats and cantilevered beams [90]. In [91], theoretical as well as practical studies are
conducted for the development of piezoelectric materials-based energy harvesters. A piezoelectric
WED with floating and sinking arrangement in [92] is illustrated in Figure 21, where FPED is oscillating,
for which electricity is generated [93].

The energy transducer is made of a semi-submerged type structure, which can vibrate according
to the dynamic oscillation of the oceanic waves. The bottom part (plate) of this device is anchored,
and the upper plate is connected with semi-submerged plate. Due to incident of wave, upper plate
would shake, which further makes the flexible piezoelectric device oscillating. The cantilever plates are
attached to the semi-submerged member and the regular forming and deforming of the piezoelectric
device occurs when force of water flow is exerted. Voltage is induced by transforming the stress applied
to the transducer by utilizing the characteristics of the piezoelectric material. Generation of electrical
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energy using piezoelectric energy harvesters needs future research work for further development.
A reliable numerical model is explained in [94], which uses computational fluid dynamics of oceanic
wave energy systems.Sustainability 2020, 12, 2178 18 of 22 
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8. Conclusions

Wave energy is a clean source of renewable energy. At present, many countries around the
globe are actively developing techniques to produce electricity from ocean energy. For sustainable
development in the sector of renewable energy, advances of wave energy conversion technology are
needful. In this paper, the possibilities along with the developments of the exceedingly promising
OWE conversion systems are focused. Various electrical power generation methods are discussed and
the relative comparisons are outlined. Among these, point absorber type direct drive WEDs are found
promising for its outstanding aspects. Literature reviews show that linear generators are more suitable
for direct drive power generation, but the generated power is low because of its low relative velocity
between the stator and the translator. On the contrary, rotary generators can be implemented, but
it requires other auxiliary devices, which makes the whole system complex. It is expected to obtain
high power by employing high graded materials in the linear generator with better control strategy.
Moreover, proper controller ensures better output power at different cases and sea wave conditions. In
addition, different types of piezoelectric device based WEDs are introduced with their arrangements
for harvesting OWE. The direct-drive WEC, the energy capture sub-system, and hydraulic system
equipment utilized in a hydraulic system are needed to collaborate for generating electrical energy from
the ocean successfully. Block diagram of these systems are therefore illustrated with detail explanation.
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